Editorial

Welcome to Volume 3, Number 2 of Scripta Manent on the topic of materials development for languages for specific purposes. We believe you will find it helpful when dealing with theoretical issues and the practical realities of designing your LSP materials as well as offering you some fresh ideas for your classroom activities.

This issue features two articles and a review. In the first article, “Pedagogical Application of Specialised Corpora in ESP Teaching: the case of the UVaSTECorpus”, Pedro A. Fuertes-Olivera provides an excellent review of specialised corpora and shows how LSP teachers can use them in their teaching.

The second article, “Material Production for an EST Course: Coursebook Design for the English Training Programme for Architects and Civil Engineers”, by Yong Chen, takes you step by step through the process of designing materials, from a needs analysis and establishing the aims of the ESP course through to the task design.

Our reviews column edited by Mojca Jarc contains a detailed review of the “English-Slovene Dictionary of Traffic and Transportation” by Peter Jenček.
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